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Agenda
‣ Brief intro to TypeScript 

‣ How to setup a React app with TypeScript 

‣ Building React components with TypeScript 

‣ Building services to fetching data with TypeScript 

‣ Managing state 

‣ Testing React apps with TypeScript and React Testing 
Library





JavaScript is valid TypeScript



Syntax



Why would you want types?

‣ Structure for large code bases and/or teams 

‣ Catch errors early 

‣ Provide a better structured, documented API 

‣ Tooling can provide better code completion & 
refactoring



Real world app demo



Project setup

$ npx create-react-app my-app --template typescript 
$ cd my-app 
$ npm start



Components



Event Handlers



Services



Fetching Remote Data
‣ Add proxy config to 

package.json 

‣ Run the dev server for 
the backend in a 
separate process 

‣ In production run both 
the backend and front 
end on the same domain 

‣ If you fetch() a polyfill is 
need for IE 11



Managing State

‣ Keep as much state local to each component as you 
can 

‣ Shared state options: 

‣ React Hooks with Context 

‣ Mobx (Observables) 

‣ Redux



Redux Toolkit - Before



Redux Toolkit - After



Testing

‣ React-Testing-Library promotes testing React 
components like a user would use them 

‣ Runs on top of Jest which runs tests in node and not 
in a browser instance so it only has a “mini-dom” 

‣ You should avoid testing internal component state

$ npm install @types/jest @testing-library/react \ 
      @testing-library/jest-dom ts-jest



Example Test

App.test.tsx



Event Test



Resources
‣ Sample app 

‣ https://github.com/kwiersma/react-league 

‣ React + TypeScript Cheatsheets 

‣ https://github.com/typescript-cheatsheets/react-typescript-cheatsheet 

‣ Create React App Redux TypeScript:  

‣ https://github.com/reduxjs/cra-template-redux-typescript 

‣ https://redux-starter-kit.js.org/usage/usage-with-typescript 

‣ Testing with React + TypeScript + React Testing Lib (Kamran Ayub) 

‣ https://www.pluralsight.com/guides/how-to-test-react-components-in-
typescript
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https://github.com/typescript-cheatsheets/react-typescript-cheatsheet
https://github.com/reduxjs/cra-template-redux-typescript
https://redux-starter-kit.js.org/usage/usage-with-typescript
https://www.pluralsight.com/guides/how-to-test-react-components-in-typescript
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Questions & Answers (hopefully)
Fire away!


